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POWERCONSIDERATIONS FOR AN EARLY MANNED MARS MISSION
UTILIZING THE SPACE STATION
Martin E. Valgora*
I
Power requirements and candidate electrical power
sources were examined for the supporting space infra-
structure for an early (2004) manned Mars mission.
This two-year mission (60-day stay time) assumed a
single six crew piloted vehicle with a Mars lander
for four of the crew. The transportation vehicle
was assumed to be a hydrogen/oxygen propulsion design
with or without large aerobrakes and assembled and
checked out on the LEO Space Station. The long tran-
sit time necessitated artificial gravity of the crew
by rotating the crew compartments. This rotation
complicates power source selection. Candidate power
sources were examined for the Lander, Mars Orbiter,
supporting Space Station, co-orbiting Propellant
Storage Depot, and, alternatively, a co-orbiting
Propellant Generation (water electrolysis) Depot.
Candidates considered were photovoltaics with regen-
erative fuel cells or batteries, solar dynamics, iso-
tope dynamics, and nuclear power.
BACKGROUND
Interest in travel to the planet Mars has received dramatically
increased interest since the National Commission on Space Report,
"Pioneering the Space Frontier," was published in May 1986. NASA
responded to this independent recommendation by undertaking a series
of feasibility studies examining a variety of approaches to manned
visits to Mars. This author was involved in two feasibility studies
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supported by representatives from NASAHeadquarters and the NASAfield
centers. One study was led by the Langley Research CenterI in January
1987 to examine the impact of an early mannedMars mission on the
planned Space Station and its associated infrastructure. The NASA
Lewis Research Center was assigned responsibi]ity in power concepts and
impacts. This included considerations of the required technology
development activities that could take place on the Space Station
infrastructure. Therefore, the technology options for the mission
must be known in somedepth by performing feasibility analyses on a
strawman mission. The second study was led by the Marshall Space
Flight Center2 and focused on the feasibi]ity and impacts of using a
tether to rotate several separable sections of the Mars space vehicle
to create artificial gravity for these relatively long voyages to Mars.
Artificial gravity is needed mainly for the most important considera-
tion for this mission, which is the safety and health of the crew.
Again, the NASALewis was assigned responsibility in power concepts
and impacts. In general, the Langley study found that the Space Sta-
tion was a good, versatile platform for developmental tests and assem-
bly of the Mars space vehicle; however, somecurrently planned
Space Station activities mayhave to be shifted to other platforms.
The Marshall study found that use of tethers for artificial-G was
definitely feasible and desirable and would only drive up the mass by
about 25 percent over a zero-G vehicle, but would still require zero-G
countermeasures since zero-G would be a possible abort mode. The
results of the power system poFtions of these feasibility studies are
blended together and presented in this paper in concise, top level sum-
mary statements.
MISSIONPHASES
Figure 1 illustrates the various mission phases using a single vehicle.
Phase 1 is assembly and checkout in low-Earth orbit and is further
i11ustrated in Flg. 2. Also included in this phase is the fueling of
the vehicle at the propellant depot, final checkout, and launch.
Phase 2, after first stage separation, includes orbit corrections and
deployment of the habitat modules for spln-up for artificial gravlty.
Phase 3 requires habitat spin-down and retraction behind the aerobrake,
entry and braking in the Mars atmosphere and orbit raising and circu-
larlzation. Phase 4 inc]udes aerobrake descent to the Mars surface by
the lander, surface operations of one to two months, and then ascent
and rendezvous with the orbiter. Phase 5 includes second stage engine
firing for Mars departure, engine separation, and deployment and
spin-up of the habitat modules for artificial gravity. Phase 6
inc]udes habitat spin-down and retraction behind the aerobrake, entry
and braking in Earth atmosphere, and then orbit raising and circulari-
zation. The last phase is rendezvous and docking with the Space
Station.
The space infrastructure elements required for this mission that need
significant power are the Space Station and the nearby Propellant
Depot in low-Earth orbit, and the Mars space vehicle consisting of the
Mission Module (Orbiter) and the Mars Excursion Module (Lander).
(2)
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Figure 2. - Completed manned mars space vehicle attached to the
space station.
SPACE STATION
The planned Space Station power requirement will start at about 75 kW
for the early years and grow to somewhere between 150 and 300 kW,
depending on how ambitious we are in combining non-Mars actlvities con-
currently with the Mars mission activities.
The Space Station power system is very versatile wlth high growth capa-
blllty and is considered to readily accommodate this mission. If nec-
essary, the growth plan of repllcation by adding pairs of 25 kWe solar
dynamic modules or add|tional photovoltalc panels can be accelerated
to meet thls requirement. Figure 2 illustrates a growth version of the
Space Station with the completed aerobrake version of the Mars vehicle
(3)
fully assembled: It is important to note that this Mars mission domi-
nates the Station for years--even prior to vehicle assembly because of
precursor activities in life science and hardware development.
PROPELLANT DEPOT
Propellant Storage Depot Option
A large propellant storage depot is required to store the liquid
hydrogen and oxygen propellant for the Mars vehicle at a safe distance
from the permanently manned elements. Figure 3 illustrates a possible
configuration for this depot.
Figure 3. - Propellant tank farm concept.
This fac|lity would require power to refrigerate and transfer liquid
H2 and 02 . Standard Space Station power modules would be the most cost
effective way to sat|sfy this power need. Balanced pairs of photovol-
taic arrays with NiH 2 batteries or balanced pairs of solar dynamlc
modules (illustrated In Fig. 3) are mounted similar to the Space
Station configuration.
Propellant Generation (Water Electrolysis)/Storaqe Depot Option
A possible option would be to launch and store water and then to elec-
trolyze water at a rate dictated by the propellant requirements and
schedule. If water launch and storage is considered beneficial, then
power for electrolysis, liquefaction, and propellant handling could be
satlsfled by several SP-lOO-type nuclear reactors with advanced dynamic
conversion systems. It was estimated that the power level requlred to
keep up with the propellant launch rate for the Mars mission alone
would be in the megawatt reglon. It is considered that the SP-]O0
reactor could be ready in this time period, and, therefore, should be
further examined for this application.
(4)
MARSSPACEVEHICLE
Figure 4 illustrates an aerobrake concept of the Mars Space Vehicle
with liquid oxygen-liquid hydrogen propulsion stages, habitat modules,
logistics module, Mars excursion module (lander), and large aerobrakes
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Figure 4. - Mars space vehicle.
for Mars entry and Earth entry and a small aerobrake for lander
descent. Not shown is a mechanism for deployment (separation) of the
habitat modules that can then be rotated to create artificial gravity
for the crew in order to assure good health throughout the long journey
of typically one to two years round trip. This mechanism could be a
rigid deployable/retractable boom to extend the habitats and provide a
radius of rotation, or it could be a reliable tether system to separate
the vehicle into two or more bodies rotating about their combined cen-
ter of gravity, which was examined In Ref. 2. Spin-up and spin-down
would be accomplished by a low thrust propulsion system. For safety
and maintenance purposes, it is very desirable to locate the electrical
power system at the habitats.
The following dlscussion on power for the Mars Space Vehicle will deal
first with the Mission Module (Orbiter) and then with the Mars Excur-
sion Module (Lander).
Mission Module
The total power requirements were estimated to be about 25 kWe.
Approximately one half of this would be used by the ECLSS for the crew
of six, and the other half used for mission operations and experiments.
The Mission Module power requirement could be satisfied with multiples
of power modules (2 of 12 kWe, 4 of 6 kHe, etc.) for redundancy and
possible commonality with the Mars Excursion Module (Lander) power sys-
tem. For solar power systems with energy storage, an elliptical Mars
orbit was assumed with a 4-hr (worst case) shadow and 20 hr of sun-
light. Solar power modules that require deployment and pointing would
be complicated by any Mission Module rotation (for artificial gravity)
and forces caused by thruster firing and aerobraking which necessitates
multiple retractions and redeployments.
(5)
Normal Operation
Power technology candidates that were considered for normal operation
are: photovoltaic systems with energy storage consisting of advanced
batteries or regenerative fuel cells; small nuclear reactor of the
SP-]OO type; isotope dynamic power system; hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells
capable of using propellant grade fuel; and a solar dynamic power sys-
tem. The technology level assumed is that of the Space Station era,
and is rather conservative with moderate technology funding. More
aggressive funding in selected technology areas could result in siz-
able mass reductions.
I. Photovoltaic Systems with Energy Storage
Photovoltaic blankets could be either body mounted or mounted on
deployable/retractable arrays. Body mounted blankets would be light-
weight, rugged, and not require pointing, but would be limited by
available body area. Deployable/retractable arrays would be heavier,
more delicate, and would have to have very reliable deployment/
retraction systems.
A llkely flight condition to conserve propellant mass is to locate the
vehicle spin axis at a right angle to the ecliptic plane. This would
cause solar arrays that are not despun to rotate with respect to the
sun. This condition would require solar cells on both sides of the
array and additional cells to compensate for cosine losses. Therefore,
this fllght condition requires about four times the solar cells as a
sun-pointing array and results in about a I00 percent mass increase.
An attractive candidate for this splnning condition is a roll-out blan-
ket with very lightwelght cells on both sides, such as amorphous sill-
con that can reduce the mass by about 70 to 80 percent compared to
conventional foldup approaches. Solar arrays could also be despun at
the vehicle center of gravity in order to minimize the mass penalty due
to artificial gravity forces. This option, however, would place the
arrays at a considerable distance from the habitats which was consid-
ered undesirable and would complicate the vehicle retraction mechanism
with heavy power lines.
Energy storage could be advanced batteries such as lithium or sodium-
sulfur or regenerative fuel cells that can also use H-O boiloff and
excess H-O propellant. Regenerative fuel cells can also be integrated
with the ECLSS for mass saving.
Preliminary calculations indicate a system with advanced photovoltaics
and energy storage is a strong candidate and could weigh 1000 kg per
12 kWe module, which is consistent with current technology program
plans. More aggresslve technology programs could reduce the mass
considerably.
(6)
2. Isotope/Dynamic Systems (Brayton, Rankine, or Stirling)
Isotope power systems are independent of pointing and location con-
straints. However, isotopes are in limited supply and availability is
not assured. Advanced planning and investment could yield lO's of kNe
output. A high efficiency dynamic converter is considered necessary to
minimize the isotope requirement. Isotope systems have higher active
heat rejection than PV systems and, therefore, larger radiators with
space viewing area preferably away from the sun. Isotope systems also
have a safety issue in the case of a launch failure on Earth re-entry.
System mass could be about 1500 kg per 12 kNe module which makes it
attractive.
3. Fuel Cell Systems (Not Regenerative)
Hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells can use the propellant boiloff and excess
propellant and can be integrated with the ECLSS. Hardware weights are
relatively light, perhaps 500 kg per 12 kWe. But the mass of fuel is
prohibitive, about 180 000 kg for 25 kHe over a 700 day mission. How-
ever, use of fuel cells for emergency power must be examined for the
case of an emergency that results in a mass abort flyby. This case
would free up considerable second stage H-O propellant for use in a
fuel cell.
4. Solar Dynamic System
The solar dynamic system is complicated by pointing and deployment/
retraction similar to the photovoltaic system. However, the solar
dynamic system has a much tighter pointing requirement and would need
to be located on a despun section of the vehicle at a considerable dis-
tance from the habitats.
Extrapolation of Space Station technology indicates a mass of about
4000 kg per 12 kWe module which is considered heavy for the mass sensi-
tlve Mars mission.
5. Nuclear Reactor/Thermoelectric Converter
Nuclear reactors are free from the pointing requirement of a solar
power system. But, in order to minimize the very high mass of a man-
rated shield, reactors are commonly mounted on a long boom with
reduced shielding. For this mission as currently conceived using aero-
brakes, there are configuration difficulties in locating the reactor
boom, crew and lander with respect to the aerobrakes. Nuclear systems
located on long booms can be lightweight--perhaps as low as 2000 kg,
depending on configuration, for 25 kWe output with a man-rated shield
and a long boom. However, once a reactor is energized and becomes
radioactive, It presents a safety issue for an uncontrolled re-entry
failure especially since aerobraking places the reactor initially in a
decaying Mars and Earth orbit.
(7)
EmergencyPower for the Mission Module
Power technologies that were considered for emergencypower are photo-
voltaic systems (preferably body mounted) with energy storage consist-
ing of advanced batteries or regenerative fuel cells and fuel cells
capable of using propellant grade fuel.
The emergencypower system can be separate from or integrated with the
main power system and could have somecommonality with the Lander.
Power system options are as follows:
- Bodymounted photovoltaic blankets are light, simple, and rugged,
but limited by available area, and, therefore, power.
Ro11-out photovoltaic blankets are compact and lightweight(possibly 25 kg for 25 kWof amorphoussilicon and perhaps suit-
case size), but may require EVA.
Fuel cells are relatively lightweight, can use boiloff, excess
H-O, and any additional H-O available in the case of an in-flight
mission abort.
- Advanced rechargeable energy storage such as batteries or regenera-
tive fuel cells must also be considered.
Mars Excursion Module (Lander)
Power requirements were estimated to be about 12 kWe for a 60-day dura-
tion. The bulk of this would be used by the ECLSS for the crew of
four and the remainder used for mission operations.
The Mars Lander power requirement of 12 kWe for 60 days could be satis-
fied with various module sizes (I of 12, 2 of 6 kWe, etc.) depending on
requirements for redundancy and also commonality with the Mission Module.
Normal Operation
The prior discussion on normal operation for the Mission Module also
holds here.
I. Photovoltaic Systems with Energy Storage
Photovoltaic blankets could be a lightweight, manually-rolled-out type
designed with attachments to withstand the 300 mph dust storms. Set-up
time would place demands on energy storage until the Mars terrain is
prepared, the blankets are rolled out, fastened down, wired up, and
operating.
Energy storage for night operation could be advanced batteries such as
lithium or sodlum-sulfur or regenerative fuel cells that could be
integrated with the ECLSS.
(8)
This type of system could have massof 1600 kg per 12 kWemodule with
somereduction of nighttime power requirements for near-term conven-
tional technology. However, a more advanced technology, if pursued,
could reduce this massby 25 to 50 percent depending on the energy
storage type.
2. Isotope/Dynamic Systems (Brayton, Rankine, or Stirling)
The prior discussion under the Mission Module also holds here. The
mass could be 1500 kg per 12 kWe module--the same as the Mission Mod-
ule. The isotope system is not very sensitive to dust storms, and the
system power set-up time is minimal.
3. Fuel Cell System (Not Regenerative)
A hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell system has lightweight hardware--perhaps
500 kg for 12 kNe and can be integrated with the ECLSS. But here
again, as with the Mission Module, the mass of fuel is prohibitive,
about 7000 kg for 12 kWe for 60 days.
4. Solar Dynamic System
The prior discussion under the Mission Module also holds here. Thermal
energy storage is required for night operation. The system mass Is
heavy--about 4000 kg for 12 kWe output which was extrapolated from
Space Station studies. The system is sensitive to possible dust storms
(300 mph particles) requiring some mechanism for protection. It must
be carefully set up to accurately track the sun.
5. Nuclear Reactor/Power System
A nuclear reactor power system appears very applicable to the surface
of Mars once a permanent base site selection is made. Requirements for
multiple landings and a permanent base with propellant generation
strongly favor a nuclear power system with its inherent excellent power
growth capability. Reactor systems are not sensitive to nighttime or
dust storms. Reactor power systems are potentially capable of opera-
tion over a wide range of power levels and can be designed at higher
power than initial requirements with small mass penalties. Reactor
systems can be run at lower power for early landings, then further
reduced for long warm-storage periods and then ramped up to higher
power to supportlng increased activities for later landings and, there-
fore, have excellent power growth capability. This could enable a
single reactor design to support a series of manned landings (and depar-
tures) at a location that could evolve into a permanent manned base.
Higher power levels to support manufacturing activities and higher
reliability required for permanent lunar presence would be available
by deployment of additional modular reactor power systems.
Mars surface set-up time is significant, requiring a separate short
duration power supply until nuclear power-up is established. The
reactor must be located away from the lander at a distance dependent
upon the shielding mode selected (perhaps into a hole or depression).
(9)
Due to significant heat rejection requirements, a radiator would then
be deployed and power lines run back to the lander. Once the reactor
starts operating, it becomes radioactive and, therefore, inaccessible.
Reactor power systems are designed to operate without maintenance and,
power output control functions are located in the radiation-free envi-
ronment of the lander or surface base location. A 25 kWe advanced nu-
clear power system could be as light as 2000 kg for the Mars surface
with a very minimal mass increase (perhaps 20 percent for double power)
for greatly increased power capability for growth.
Emergency (or Short-Term) Power
This back-up power system can be separate from or integrated with the
main power system and could have some commonality with the Mission Mod-
ule. It could also be used for temporary power, as required in the
case of nuclear power set-up time. Power options are as follows:
- compact, lightweight, roll-out photovoltaic blanket
- advanced rechargeable energy storage such as batteries or regenera-
tive fuel cells
- additional H-O for regenerative fuel cells
HYBRID ELECTRICAL PONER SYSTEM OPTION
A hybrid of several power system options was considered for the Mission
Module and the Mars Excursion Module with the objective of maximizing
power availability for crew safety and offering low mass and cost.
A hybrid power system could be a 12 kWe power module(s) consisting of
photovoltaic, regenerative fuel cell and isotope dynamic systems opti-
mized for mass, cost, and reliability. This comblned system would
yleld:
- Commonality between the Mission Module and Mars Excursion Module
- Low heat rejection (over an all isotope system)
- Highest system reliability and redundancy, reducing the require-
ments for a separate emergency power system; enhancing crew safety
- Low power system mass (helps reduce trip time)
Photovoltaic Section
On the Mission Module, lightweight body mounted photovoltaic blankets
would be resistant to forces from aerobraking and thrusting. The pho-
tovoltaic power fraction is based on available body area.
On the Mars Excursion Module, solar power could be provided by a combi-
nation of lightweight body mounted photovoltaic blankets plus roll-out
blankets.
(lO)
Regenerative Fuel Cell Section
On the Mission Module, the regenerative fuel cell section can use pro-
pellant boiloff and excess propellant and, in the case of a mission
abort, any saved propellant.
On the Mars Excursion Module, the regenerative fuel cell section can
provide sufficient instant power until the roll-out photovoltaic blan-
ket is in place.
On both the Mission Module and Mars Excursion Module, the water elec-
trolyzer can be integrated with the ECLSS system and the sources of
electrical energy for peaking and night operation.
Isotope/Dynamic Section
On the Mission Module, an isotope/dynamic power system (IDPS) offers
redundancy and a different set of failure modes than the photovoltaic
and regenerative fuel cells.
On the Mars Excursion Module, the IDPS provides power until the roll-
out photovoltaic blanket is in place. IDPS is relatively insensitive
to night and dust storms.
On both the Mission Module and Mars Excursion Module, the isotope/
dynamic power fraction is based partly on cost and isotope avail-
ability. The system startup time is minlma1.
REQUIRED TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
There is considerable precursor technology development required to pre-
pare for the Manned Mars Mission. This work must be done considerably
earlier than the vehicle assembly activities that will likely be per-
formed on the Space Station. Sufficient time must be allowed to verify
new technologies and designs, incorporate improvements and thoroughly
test the final versions. Some of this development work can be done on
the ground. Technology development for the Mars surface would mostly
be accomplished with ground testing with perhaps some very limited
tests on an artificial gravity facility at low Earth orbit (LEO) to
simulate the Mars gravity of I/3 G. Significant developmental activi-
ties must be performed in the zero gravity space environment to assure
proper operation and endurance. This includes development for the
Mars Space Vehicle and also development for any required LEO infra-
structure such as a Nuclear Water Electrolysis Propellant Depot. The
planned Space Station, as currently conceived, is an excellent facility
to perform the bulk of these space-based activities because of the
availability of humans and considerable resources. However, safety and
available space will dictate that certain activities may best be per-
formed off the Space Station on an unmanned platform, such as develop-
mental tests of a nuclear reactor. Some early developmental tests on
the Shuttle may also be desirable.
(11)
System technology development requirements were identified without
knowing which systems or combinations of systems will be selected for
this mission. The actual list will be shortened by any narrowing of
candidates. Each area would later be expandedinto additional develop-
mental detail of its systems, components, and materials.
Power Technology Development
Power and power-related technology development items are listed in
Table I. Activities requiring development in the space environment and
involving Space Station support have been identified. It is intended
that any in-space developmental tests would be accomplished with an
automated system requiring minimum crew time, mostly for installation
and removal.
TABLE 1
Required Technology Development of Preliminary Candidates
M
Human-rated nuclear reactor with in-space technology demonstration*
Very high capacity water electrolyzer for H-O propellant
generation*
Photovoltaic/energy storage system for mission module (Mission
Module)*
Isotope dynamic system for Mission Module and Mars surface*
Lightweight roll-out photovoltaic/energy storage system resistant
to dust storms on Mars surface
Nuclear reactor/dynamic power system suitable for Mars surface
(CO 2 atmosphere-no refractory metals)
Fuel cell system using propellant grade H2 and 02*
Lightweight body mounted photovoltalc blankets for Mission Module*
Power system heat rejection radiator subsystem for Mars surface
Denotes use of Space Station facilities and/or nearby infrastruc-
ture for development and technology demonstration
Suggested Technology Development Affecting Emergency Power Requirement
The following is a brief discussion of suggested technology activities
for a nonpower system, the Life Support System, which is the major
driver of the Mars Vehlcle power system. The number one mission prior-
ity must be the safety of the crew. This reflects into a substantial
emergency power requirement for up to 700 days. In the case of a fail-
ure affecting the main power system, the demands on the backup system
must be reduced as much as possible to minimize the mass penalty of
the backup system.
A major power consumer is the Environmental Control/Life Support System
(ECLSS) required for the six crew members. This requirement is esti-
mated to be about one half of the total requirement, which is very sub-
stantial. It is recommended that life science experiments and ECLSS
research and technology be performed to minimize the power consumption
(12)
of emergency life support. This could be done in both a normal and a
degraded ECLSSmodeand, perhaps, a separate backup very low power con-
suming ECLSSsystem approach assuming an emergencymission abort condi-
tion, such as using part of the H-O propellant for crew oxygen and fuel
cell power that outputs water for the crew.
STUDYCONCLUSIONS
The following are summarizing conclusions for this study applicable to
power systems for the Mars Space Vehicle, supporting space infrastruc-
ture and the Mars surface. Technology development can be accommodated
by a mix of on-the-ground and in-space activitles using the Space Sta-
tion and its nearby platforms.
Space Station power technology also support propellant storage
depot requirements.
Nuclear powered propellant generation depot (water electrolysis)
may offer strong benefits.
Spinning, nonsun-pointed orbiter (for artificial G) will double
solar power system mass.
- Nuclear power for the Mars surface has strong growth advantages.
Crew survival is enhanced by a mix of power technologies and
strategies.
Advanced power technologies enable lower mission risk
- Lower mass
- Shorter trip time
- Crew safety/comfort
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